
Gaza Sky Geeks

Talent Matching Services
Diversify your tech team with High Quality 
Palestinian talent!

www.gazaskygeeks.com/talent

https://gazaskygeeks.com/talent/


Who We Are
Gaza Sky Geeks (GSG) is Palestineʼs leading tech hub, powered 

by the visionary partnership between Mercy Corps and Google. 

Our mission is to empower, train, and nurture emerging tech 

talent, catalyzing a sustainable and inclusive digital job market 

in Palestine.

We are deeply committed to unlocking the untapped potential 

of every individual, especially women, in the tech industry, by 

providing tailored support, mentorship, and resources, we 

believe in harnessing the power of diversity to shape the future 

of technology.

https://gazaskygeeks.com/talent/


Gaza Sky Geeks Talent
Are you in search of exceptional tech talent to join your 

team? GSG's exceptional talents are ready to make a 

lasting impact on your organization. They have the skills, 

mindset, and passion necessary to drive innovation and 

deliver outstanding results in a diverse range of industries 

including:

Web

Development

Mobile

Development

Data

Science

Cloud

Computing

Graphic

Design

UX/UI

Design



Build a 

customized 

internship

Establish a 

Dedicated 

Team in 

Palestine

Partner With Us

Train Individuals 

specifically for 

you Company's 

Needs 

Hire Individuals 

through GSG's 

talent matching 

team
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Talent Matching Services

Individual 

Placements, 

Internship 

Programs & Team 

Building

Post-Hire 

Support

Job posting & 
advertising

Targeted recruitment & 
applicant screening

Technical & non-technical 
skill assessments

Shortlist of select 
candidates

Bespoke upskilling & 
onboarding

Client check-ins New hire & team 
check-ins

 1:1 mentorship and coaching



Why to choose GSG talents?
• Exceptional Technical Expertise: Palestinian engineers have a high 

level of technical proficiency and expertise

• Cost-Effectiveness: Our partners can access top-quality engineers 

while optimizing their budget and resources

• Low Churn Rate and Talent Retention: GSG's talent stay with their 

employers for the long run. Our talent team will replace talent within 

a few months if they leave

• Language Proficiency: our talent possess strong English language 

and communication skills
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Our Partners:
At GSG, we have an extensive global network of hiring partners, and we are thrilled to work alongside 

some incredible organizations, including:



What our partners says:

Amro Abdallatif

Software Engineer, 

Gaza

Sarah Crawley

CEO of SymTerra, UK

SymTerra Team, UK

“Working with tens of recruitment agencies, I can say that Gaza Sky 

Geeks are honest, upfront, have a social value, and are driven by 

genuine passion.

I felt supported. The talent matching team was ready to listen, 

recommend, engage, and support us to find the right candidate. Our 

experience with them was simply painless, easy, and friendly.

I advise companies to consider Gaza Sky Geeks if they are looking for 

tech talent. Also, take into consideration time differences and cultural 

differences when adding a new member to the team.”

~ Sarah Crawley, Co-founder of SymTerra

Read the full story of Amro with SymTerra here

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol%2FTvaEcRGpZ%2F8ezpyQ%3D%3D


What our partners says:

Google for Startups Interns, Gaza

Google for Startups (GFS) partnered with GSG in 2019, enabling GFSʼs network 

of startups to tap into the expertise of highly skilled tech talent from 

Palestine.

Jason talking about the interns efforts: “They were diligent and 

professional. The level of commitment and dedication to the project was 

constantly mind-blowing.” 

Jason reflected, “Seeing Next Up Comedyʼs future plans brought to life 

through professional and well-executed efforts was truly the best fulfillment 

for us.”

~ Jason Wolfe, Web and Data Manager at Next Up Comedy

Read the full story of Palestinian Techies Build a UK-Based Comedy Platform 

here.

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://gazaskygeeks.com/no-joke-palestinian-techies-build-a-uk-based-comedy-platform/


Meet our partners and talents

Click on the photo to Watch!

“In fact, Gaza Sky Geeks solved the 

problem for us, we had an issue 

recruiting professionals that were trained 

in our technology stack, which uses the 

latest software languages and latest 

technologies available right now, and it 

was really hard to find them in Gaza until 

we introduced to Gaza Sky Geeks.”

~ Khaled Sabawi, founder and CEO of Open 

Screenplay

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/symterra-making-impact-through-hiring-gaza-sky-geeks-1e/?trackingId=0gZol/TvaEcRGpZ/8ezpyQ%3D%3D
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27-XUA-a47c
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Join us on this transformative journey of empowerment and innovation, and seize the 

opportunity to diversify and strengthen your team like never before.

Unlock the untapped potential of Palestinian talent and embrace a new era of 

unparalleled collaboration.

Contact us:

work@gazaskygeeks.com

https://gazaskygeeks.com/talent/

